Company Example: Warby Parker

Whenever a customer buys a pair of Warby Parker glasses, a pair is given to one of almost one billion people who do not have access to glasses. They have currently distributed over 500,000 pairs. Warby Parker is also one of the only carbon-neutral eyewear brands in the world.

Social Responsibility

For RHS examples of Social Responsibility, visit the MyRHS website.

MSU on BTN’s LiveBIG

Following the MSU versus Minnesota hockey game Friday, January 31st at midnight MSU will be featured on Big Ten Network’s “LiveBIG.” The show will take an in depth look at how MSU is tackling many of the toughest challenges facing the world today.

Planning Ahead...

There will be a very large guest group on campus tomorrow, January 31st. We have been asked to avoid Brody, Holden, and Holmes for lunch on this day. Head to The Gallery, The Vista, or South Pointe today instead, you can view their menus here.

Happy Birthday Phan Do!

We hope you have a really wonderful day! Don’t forget to sign his card in the kitchen.

Collaboration and Teamwork at the Golf Web Site

Review on January 28th